
The Pennsylvania State University

Department of Economics

Econ 390, Section 101, Summer 2007

Final examination.

You have 1 hour and 50 minutes to complete the exam. You are not allowed to use any textbooks, notes and etc., except

the list of the formulas provided. You may use calculators, but not PDAs or laptops or cell phones. No communication with

other students is allowed. You can earn up to 115 point on this exam. However, 15 points is a bonus and is not required to get

an A for the course. Each problem has its value in points.

Please show your work step by step! Use the space provided to answer questions.
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Problem 1 (10 points)

A local car dealership has two models of cars available: Toyota Camry and Nissan Primera. This Monday while you are

sitting here and writing this exam, the local dealership has 5 Toyotas and 4 Nissans for sale.

Somewhere close to 9 am, Je¤ enters the dealership with an intent to purchase four vehichles. He says that he does not care

on particular producer and is going to choose 4 cars RANDOMLY.

a. Find the probability that he is going to end up with exactly 2 Toyotas and 2 Nissans.

b. Find the probability that all cars he purchases are Toyotas.

c. Find the probability that he purchases not more than 2 Nissans.
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Problem 2 (20 points)

Ivan is grading this exam. He �nds that the probability that a student solves the �rst problem correctly is 0:8.

The probability that a student solves the second problem correctly is 0:9, but it is conditional on the event that he solves

the �rst one correctly. Probability that the second problem is solved with a mistake conditional on the event that the �rst one

is incorrect is 0:70.

a. Find the probability that a person who solves the second problem correctly had solved the �rst problem with no mistakes.

b. Find the probability that a student who solves the second problem incorreclt has solved the �rst problem with some

mistake.

(Hint: in part a and part b you have to �nd CONDITIONAL probabilities. Think how you can use Bayes theorem to solve

the problem)
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Problem 3(20 points)

University asks all graduate students to take 2 quali�cation exams: one in microeconomics and one in macroeconomics.

For several years results could be summarized by the following joint probability distribution:

Grade for Microeconomics (Y )

70 80 90

Grade 60 0:12 0:09 0:07

for 70 0:07 0:21 0:19

Macroeconomics (X) 80 0:10 0:02 0:13

(For instance, probability that X = 70 and Y = 80 is 0:05 or P (X = 70 \ Y = 80) = 0:21)

a) Write down the marginal probability function � P (X) for X and the marginal probability function � P (Y ) for Y

(Hint: You can use free cells to answer this and the following questions)

b) Find the mean of X and the mean of Y (Hint: Use your marginal probability functions)

c) Find standard deviation of X and standard deviation of Y; i.e. �X and �Y

e) Find the covariance between X and Y
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f) Find the correlation between X and Y:

d) Find the conditional probability function of X for Y = 70.

f) Use your answer for part d to calculate conditional expectation of X when Y = 70.

(Hint: You have to �nd E(XjY = 70))
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Problem 4 (15 points)

"Precision Camera Service" is a �rm that specializes in digital SLR camera repairs. The �rm recorded the number of received

cameras on a daily basis for 9 days.

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

# of cameras received 5 7 11 4 1 3 2 5 6

Assume that number of cameras arriving at a given day has a normal distribution.

(Hint: Note, that this assumption does not mean that you have to use normal distribution to do the testing, since you do

not know population variance)

1. Find 90% con�dence interval for the average number of cameras per day that are going to arrive during next year (i.e. for

the population mean �).

2. Test at 5% level H0: � � 5 against H1: � < 5
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Problem 5 (15 points)

Bob earns on average 70 dollars per day. However, some days he earns more than on other days. It could be assumed that his

daily income has a Normal distribution with mean 70 and standard deviation of 15 dollars, i.e. WB � N(70; 152): His wife Mary

earns on average 80 dollars with standard deviation of 20 : WM � N(80; 202): Correlation between WB and WM is (�0:40).

Each time when Bob and Mary earn together more than 200 dollars (WM +WB > 200) they go to their favorite restaurant.

Find the probability that at a given day they would go to their favorite restaurant.
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Problem 6 (20 points)

Alfred works as a junior consultant in one of the DC consulting �rms. One day, his Manager Steve asks him to investigate

how signi�cant is impact of monthly income changes on average monthly expenditures on consumer electronics. To answer

this question, �rms reviews information for 102 randomly chosen people. Alfred receives the following information from a data

collection team:

n = 102, SX = 1200; SY = 100; �X = 4600; �Y = 400; Corr(X;Y ) = 0:7; S2e = 15000;
Pn

i=1 x
2
i � 51202

a. Alfred never took 390 at Penn State and does not know what to do. Help him to estimate coe¢ cients b0 and b1 of the

following regression equation: yi = b0 + b1 �Xi + "i; where "i � N(0; �2):

b. Find estimates of standard deviation of b̂0 and b̂1:

c. Test H0 : b1 = 0 against H1 : b1 6= 0 at 5% level

d. Do you have information to calculate R2? If "Yes" calculate it, if "not" state explicitly what additional information you

would need.
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Problem 7 (15 points)

A company that receives shipments of fruits from South America takes at random 16 boxes, 100 pounds each. Company

has a rule that it accepts the shipment if mean weight of non-fresh food in each box for the whole shipment (�) is not more

than 5 pounds. From the previous experience �rm concludes that distribution of fresh food in box is approximately normal with

standard deviation is 1 pound.

For one particular shipment �rm calculates that for 16 boxes average weight of non-fresh fruits �X = 5:4.

a. Test at 10% level the null hypothesis that the population mean � � 5 against the alternative � > 5: Should company

accept this particular shipment?

b. Redo test from part a at 1% level. Do you have a di¤erent conclusion about what the �rm have to do?

c. Find the power of the test described in part a for �� = 5:15
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